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sanitary care of such camps. A distinction slhould be made
in the uniform of the men of the sanitary companies, so as
to prevent their being taken away from their proper duties.

CORRECTION.-The name of Dr. Walter Swayne, who read
a paper on the Clinical significanice of acidosis it prenerpiancy
b)efore the meeting of the Obstetrical and Gynaecological
Section of the Royal Societv of Medicine, was incorrectly
printed "Sawyer" in the report of the meeting published in
our i3sue of May 18th, page 1130.

HUMAN INITIATIVE.
DR. C. J. WHITBY has written a very interesting book, to
whichl he has given the title Makers of Man. Its scope is
perlhaps better indicated by its subtitle, "A Study of
Human Initiative." The author's general plan has been
to examine the available facts as to the heredity and en-
vironment of forty famous -men for indications of any
circumstances which may be assumed to have combined to
cause them to be initiators or innovators, and their careers
to mark epochs in the affairs and the thouglhts of man-
kind; inicidentally, the comparison of the antecedent and
attendant conditions of their lives raises the question
whethier any common factors can be discovered in heredity
to account for their genius and influence, or, if not,
wlhether some other hypothesis may not be justified.
When all allowance has been made for the Zeitgeist,

vhich lhas been defined as " the drift of thought and feeling
in a period,". the impartial student of history must admit
that men have lived whose deeds or teachings have
clhanged the course of things and thoughts. It may be
that they did no more than,open the sluices and let out, to
do the work it wvas destined to do, the head of pressure
that had been slowly accumulatilng; it may be, however,
that they also directed the course. of tlle flood, and them-
selves provided at least part of the force. The simile of a
flood is not inappropriate, for the really epoch-making men
lhave been, as Dr. Whitby poinits out, in essence construc-
tive aud only incidentally destructive-as the Nile flood
is controlled to fertilize the parched lands, and only
incidentally to sweep away rubbish.
The bulk of the book is given to a biograplhical study of

the ancestry and lives of the forty great m-ien selected.
The field of selection was limited by two considerations.
In the first place it was necessary to choose men about wlhose
ancestry and plhvsical characters a good deal was known
witlh reasonable certainty. On this point the author in his
preface declares that " it is time that biography were taken
seriously as a department of science, tllat biographers
began to realize their responsibilities as purveyors of the
raw muaterial of inductive psyclhology." In the second
place, it was desirable to choose persons who lived long
clnough1 ago for their achievements to have fallen into proper
hiistorical perspective. The forty ilmmortals selected are
clivided into four chief classes-the man of action, tlle
artist, the philosopher and scientific discoverer, and the
cthico-religious pioneer. In succeeding chapters the facts
which Dr. WVlitby has collected are considered under the
several heads of family history, parentage and constitu-
tion, physical characteristics, and niatural vocation. This
section of the book is followed by a clhapter on the natural
history of purpose, and that by another on " power in the
crucible," in which certain characteristics of what may be
called the preparatory period of genius are compared or
contrasted. Here and there, by the way, the author finds
occasion to give expression to conclusions which, as we
apprelhend, he intends to be taken as provisional. For
example, in considering the family history of his subjects,
lhe says: " It is talent rather than genius, clharacter rather
than temperament, that repeats itself in father and son.
The transforming increnment of power and insight, what-
ever its ultimate, possibly transcendent, origin, has,
genetically speaking, commonly a maternal, or at least a
feminine, source"; but he adds further on, "it seems to
me to be credible that. intellectual, as distinguished from
aesthetic, genius may be in some cases traceable mainly to
a masculine source." There are many other such in-

I Makers of Man: A -Study of Humnaq Initiartire. By Charles J.
Whibby, M.D.CpntAb-. Londop: Rebmam, Liftited, 1912. (Med. 8vo,
pp. 438; 47 p)lates. 10s. Gd. net.)

cidental'tentative'generalizations whiclh the reader will
find give him much food for thought, and help to rivet his
attention on the details the author has so carefully
elaborated on every aspect of his subject.' But so far Dr.
Whitby has stuck pretty closely to his facts, leaving them
for the most part to produce their own impression on tlhe
reader's mind.' In his last chapter, on " individuality, its
nature and power," he lets himself' go, and, to quote his
preface, has given " speculative imagination the licence it
may on occasion justly demand." He declares that " Back
to Leibnitz " must be the cry of all who grasp "the fultility
of nineteenth century attempts at cosmology," and laments
that the result of the disregard of the warning given by thel
great German. teacher should have led to the acceptance of
a crudely mechanical empiricism. For Dr. Whitby there
is "-in individuality a something over and above thte mul-
tiplicity of psychic potentialities traceable to this, that, or
the other ancestor." Further on, he says:
What, for the sake of convenience, we call individuals are,

strictly, mere personalities, more or less limited, more or less
flawed and self-contradictory, consequently, more or less
transient and unreal. Iam not contending for the personal
immortality of every Dick, Tom, and Harrv; nor, indeed, of
even the most exalted souls. I suggest merely that, under-
lying every subjectivity, there is an unknown factor of wlhose
nature that subjectivity is a genuine, however incomplete,
manifestation; and that this unknown factor, whietlher we call
it immortal ok decline to commit ourselves to that large word,
should be conceived as exempt from the or(linarv limitations
of time and of space. Further, that this unknown factor be
regarded as a source of creative spontaneity, a causal deter-
minant of all phenomena in anv way contributory to the
development of that personalitv which constitutes the pro-
visional manifestation of its own essence.
We cannot follow Dr. Whitby further in this concludiig

chapter, which is a complete essay' in itself; but we lhave
said enough to indicate the direction in wlhich lie is
trending, and hiave said enou'gh also to show tlhe' erudition,
industry, and courage which have gone to the writing of
a very stimulating book.

THE GRAMMAR OF SCIENCE.
WE are all familiar with the statement that crlticismn i
tlle refuge of literary failures, and the dictum is no longer
thought to deserve a refuLtation. It is, however, true that
a considerable proportion of those who have essayed a
critical examination of the foundations and logic of
scientific method have not themselves been conispicuously
successfuil exponents of the methods in question. In con-
sequence of this fact the methodological writings of
experienced investigators command a large amount of
attention. Professor KARL PEARSON has been the hero, or-
depending on the point of view-the victim, of many a
stricken field of scientific controversy; but few even of his
opponents have denied that Professor Pearson is one of the
most brilliant and original investigators of the present
generation, and his profession of the scientific faith which
is in himn merits the most careful study. The boolk under
notice& is the first volume of the third edition of a work-
wlhich has been before the public for solmle twenty years.

It will be remembered that Professor Pearson's nmain
object was to demonstrate that the function of science is
essentially descriptive, that a scientific law is a formula
briefly resuming the results of perceptual experience. In
other words, science is concerned with the demands of
"Madame How," not with those of "Lady W\hy." The
notions of "force" and "matter" eurrent in educated
circles were examined from this point of view. The diffi-
culties which arise when, for instance, "force," instead of
being regarded as a certain convenient measure of motion,
is regarded as the latter's cause, were placed in the clearest
light. In the latter portions of the book which dealt with
certain aspects of biological science, the metlhod was not
so directly epistemological, and these sections have been
reserved for a second volume in tlhe present edition. The
first part of the book may be instructively compared witlh
the grammar of another distinguished mathematician, Lac
science et l'hypotlU.se of M. H. Poincare.
The new third edition is an enlargement of the second;

a good deal of new matter has been added, in particular
an account of the principles of the calculus of correlations

22').he G-rammnar of Science. By Karl -Pearso0n, M.A., F.R>S. PartI
Physical-. Tbird edition, revised and enlarged. London: Adam and
Charids Black. 1911. (Medium 8vo, Ipp. 414; figs. 25. Gs. net.) --
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and a chapter (by Professor E. Cunningham) treating of
modern physical ideas. In a new preface!+ Professor
Pearson, after stating that his views rpecting " force"
and " matter" have become to a large extent incorporated
in the general system of modern thought, makes the
following remarks:
Beyond such discarded, fundamentals as " matter" and

"force" lies still another fetish amidst the inscrutable arcana
of even modern science-namely, the category of cause and
effect. Is this category anything but a conceptual limit to
experience, and without any basis in perception bevond a
statistical approximation ? The verv idea will be scouted now,
as Professor Tait scouted in 1885 the non-reality of force, or
Lord Kelvin later the non-reality of the ether. But the real
question is, What will men of science be sayinag twenty years
hence?

We cannot presume to guess what men of science will be
saying twenty years hence, but we are fairly confident
that some at least of them will have been interested and
stimulated by Professor Pearson's Grammnar, and we are
sure that its perusal will be of great service to students of
any branch of knowledge.

HANDBOOKS OF MEDICINE.
THE modern student of medicine has no reason to com-
plain of the want of good textbooks; his difficulty is
rather to make a choice among so many that are excellent.
English studenta will naturally prefer books written by
their own teachers, but there is no better American work
than Dr. ANDERS'S Textbook of the Practice of Medicine,3
whieh has now reached its ninth edition. We have read a
good deal of it, and tested it in many places, and find its
teaching adequate and accurate. It is strongly bound,
well printed, and contains numerous good illustrations.
The spelling is, of course, transatlantic, all diphthongs
being omitted; but an American should not spell the name
of- Huntington with- a " d," and on page 1128 " Gower"
should be Gowers. The description of the sequelae of
influenza might certainly be more fully discussed, as the
heart complications are important and deserve mention;
nor is the description of the bacteriology quite up
to date. In the paragraph on the prognosis of
diabetes it is not very satisfactory to the student
or the practitioner to be told that " pancreatic "

cases are unfavourable, as the description of pan-
creatic diabetes (p. 419) gives no clear indication for
its diagnosis, and we do not know that any exists.
It is a mistake to say that Bass's ale is suitable for
diabetics because " all the sugar is converted into carbonic
acid and alcohol," for, at least in England, Bass's ale
contains about 400 grains of sugar to the pint. The some-
what complicated diagram on p. 1128 is not made clearer
by the description, as the letterings do not correspond
in the figure and the description. The statement that
jaundice and ascites are rare in cancer of -the liver strikes
us as strange, and it may be doubted whether the condi-
tion that Murehison described as " lithaemia " actually
exists. While no one in the present day can be at tlle
same level in all branches of such a vast subject as medi-
cine, even after it is divested of the various specialities,
Professor Anders has unquestionably succeeded in writing
one of the best of modern textbooks on the subject.

In the second edition of the treatise on special pathology
and therapy, edited by NOTHNAGEL,4 we have an old and
valued friend, improved, enlarged, and brought up to date.
The work does not require commendation, since the first
edition has paved the way for the second and has
established a thoroughly sound record. We have a few
parts before us, of which a short account may be given.
Professor STICKER has contributed a very good account of
whooping-cough, covering some 231 pages.' It is divided
into an epidemiological and a clinical part. It is of
interest to note how he deals with the treatment of the
disease. He, like other clinicians, has experimented with
hlomoeopathic remedies and has attempted to determine

8 A Textbook of the Practice of Medlici-ne. By James M. Anders

M.V., Ph.D., LL..D. Ninth edition. Thoroughly revised. Phila-
dclphia and London: W. B. Saunders Co. 1910. (Roy. avo, pp. 1326;
81 illustrations. 24s.)

4 Spezi4le Patholboie und Therapie (Nothnagel). Second edition.
5 Die Keuchhustesa. By Professor Georg Sticker ob Bonn. Vienna

andI Leipzig: Alfred Ifolder. 1911. tSup. roy. 8vo, pp. 231:
plate. 6s.)

what the drug contained in one remedy was. While he
was unable to determine this with certainty, he has reason
to believe that it was dro8era. He states that care must
be exercised with this drug, since, when the dose is too
large, the symptoms are- intensified instead of being
relieved. He indulges in brief discussions of some little-
known views. The article closes with a good bibliography.
The article on measles was begun 'by the late VON
JURGENSEN and rewritten by VON PIRQUET.6 The author
is a man of strong convictions, and his views are not
univers'ally accepted. The account contains little of
von Jurgensen's teaching, but is full of "*anergie" and
doctrines associated with^ the name of von Pirquet. He
defines the anergetic period as one in which the power of
the organism to react is defective. This period is said to
last one week in measles. The author devotes seventeen
pages to an attempt to demonstrate the reduced power of
reacting to tuberculin in cases of measles. On the whole,
the- account is full and good, and a fairly satisfactory
bibliography is appended.

CLINICAL SYMPTOMATOLOGY.
THE book by ALOIS PICK and ADOLPH H ECHT, translated
from the German under the editorial supervision of Dr.
KARL KONRAD KOESSLER, of Rush Medical College, Uni-
versity of Chicago, under the title, Clinical Symptomzato-
logy,7 is a very valuable work, and the editor has rendered
a service to the medical profession by making it avail-
able to English readers. It is presented in a volume of
835 pages, just a little heavy for comfortable handling,
but well printed in clear type. The following extract
from the preface sets forth the aim and underlving
principle of tlle work:

Clinical instruction aims to banish a set symptomatic
therapy from the min(d of the student of medicine. It is
emphasized again and again that therapeutic measures should
not be directed against single symptoms, but whenever possible,
against the primary disease. Unfortunately the number of
morbid processes in which there exists an effective specific
therapy is very small. The physiciani is obliged to select those
symptoms from the total picture which, if successfully com-
bated, will reiider the greatest benefit to the patient. When
it is beyond our power to influence the etiologic factors, the
recognition and treatment of the life-threatening symptoms
becomes the most important task.... In the succee(ding
pages we have expailded somewhat the meaning of dainger.
To us danger is not only everything that threatens life imme-
diately, but every symptom which indicates persistent damage,
and a difficultly reparable condition.

The authors have succeeded fairly well in keeping these
important principles in view throughout the work. In the
first chapter, after a brief account of anomalies of the skin,
general symptoms, including under that head anomalies of
nutrition and development, and anomalies of temperature
are considered. The discussion of disturbances of meta-
bolism in children is particularly valuable and interest-
ing. In dealing with temperature there is abundant
opportunity of enforcing the therapeutic ideal in treating
causes rather than symptoms. The frequent illusiveness
of the ultimate. cause of an abnornmal temperature is also
amply illustrated. In succeeding chapters, disturbances of
the heart's action, of the respiratory, digestive, and otlher
functions, are treated in the same broad general way. Tlle
application of the principles to practical treatment is never
lost sight of, and the directions for treatment are-generally
detailed and precise. The book is not easy to read. In
the style there are evidences of its Gothic, and in the
spelling of its transatlantic, origin. "Severe" is con-
stantly used as a synonym for great or considerable, with
a curious effect in some cases. Words of classical deriva-
tion-for example, "amaras," for bitters-are frequently
used when the use of ordinary English terms would to
most readers seem better. These, however, are sliglht
blemishes, and detract very little from the value of the
book as a whole.

6 Masernt. By the late Professor Theodore von JOirgensen. Second
edition, rewritten by Professor C. Freiherr von Pirquet of Vienna.Vienn& and Leipzig: A. H6lder. 1911. (Sup. roy. 8vo, pp). 496:
32 illustrations. 5s. 6d.)

7 Clinical Symptonatology. With Special Reference to Life-
Thieatening Symptoms and their Treatment.. By Alois Pick, l-ro-fessor of Medicine, University of .Vienna, and Adolph Hecht. AAn
authorized translation under the. editorial supervision of Karl K.
Koessler, MDJ -London; D..5ppleton and Co. 1910. (Royal 8R-o

pp. 833. s 'net.,)
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GIPOTHERAPY.
OPOTHErIAPY, or the treatment of disease by extracts of
various tissues or organs, is a metllod that has score.d-
brilliant successes. It is necessary only to quote adrenalin
And thyroid extract to show its value. A little volume by
Dr. HALLION8 gives a very useful and practical account
of the various tissue extracts; he mentions no less than
twenty-seven that have met with opotherapeutical employ-
ment. The first chapter deals brieAty W-itt the general
principles of the method, the second explains the
properties of the different organs and tissues and of their-
extracts. The bulk of the book gives in eighty pages an
alphabetical list of the diseases itl which opotherapy has
proved serviceable and an account of the indications for its
employment. Finally, the autlhor gives notes on the
details and posology of the various treatments. The book
is well arranged and clearly written, and it breathes the
spirit of optimism that should form part of the opo-
therapist's outfit; it may be recommended to the attention
of the up-to-date practitioner.

Drs. LEiOPOLD LLEVI and HENRI DE ROTHSCHILD lhave
published a second series of studies in the physiology and
pathology of the thyroid body and otlher glands yielding
Internal secretions.9 As we remarked about their previous
work (BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL, June 27th, 1908, p. 1511),
the autthors believe that doses of thyroid gland are thera-
peutically efficacious for an extraordinarily wide range of
diseases; we think their clainms for the success of this
mriethodl of treatment need, in many instances, independent
confirmation at the hands of others before their recom-
mendations can be accepted as proved. They write with
enthusiasm, at great length, and in an effusive style; but
it is difficult to say hogv far the new ideas wlIclc they
deduce from their researches will survive the test of time.
In the present voltime they- discuss the -elationisllip of
thyroid deficiency to chronic rheumatism, ancd argue that
treatment with thyroid m-ay be used wVitlh surecess ili cases
of this affection. They also write profusely upon the
plhysiological and pathological relations of the glands
possessing internal secretions to the hair, the teeth, and
the nails. Other chapters are devoted to the derangements
of the nervous systemi and of nutrition which mav be
attribuitable to thyroid disorder. Much of what the authors
say is simply an amplification of well-known facts concern-
ing the disorders attributable to tlhyroid impairment, and
as such calls for no criticism; but an attitude of cautious
reserve is desirable when they seek to carrv us beyo'nd this
well-established ground. Similar effects may be duie to a
variety of causes, of which thyroid deficiencv is onlv one.
Tlie au'tlhors view their siubject through coloured spectacles,
which blur their vision of other possible causes requiring,
consideration.

LaPratique de 'opothhrapie. By M.. L. Hallion. Paris. Masson
et Cie. 1911. (Cr. Svo, pp. 148. Fr. 2.)

9 Noutvelles etudes sur la physio-pathologic du corps thyraode et
(7es autres Olandes endocrines. (Deuxi6me Serie.) Par les Drs.
LopoldPILevi et Henri de Rothsobtild. Paris: 0. Doili et Fils. 1911.
(Rov. 8vo, pn. SS. with 26 fgnires and 18tnates. Fr. 19;

NOTES ON BOOKS.
THE volume recording the Transactionis of the Amiierican
Hosp)itals Association 10 at its thirteenth annual conference
contains some fifteen papers, among them being a well
illustrated report on the best ways of finishing off the
interior of hospital buildings and subsequently equipping
the wards and their annexes, as gauged by an examination
of the most recently constructed hospitals in America and
on the European continent. Two other papers of general
interest to those engaged in hospital administrationi in this
country deal with the drawbacks and advantages of all
hospitals in any given locality purchasing their supplies
through a central bureauL, such as that which has existed
in New York for the past two or three years. They- were
followed by a prolonged discussion in which the experience
in this connexion of a considerable number of institutions
was recorded. Upon the whole the verdict was favourable
to the system.

Some small volumes which have reachedl uis belong
to a series now in course of publication under tile

10 Transactions of the AmericanIHospitals Associatioft. Tbirteenth
AnnualtConference. Volurn6 xiii. Toronto, Canada: The Association,
Office of the Secretary. 1911. (Roy. Bvo, pp. 512, 48 illstiations.)

title of The People's Books.1i One of them (leals with the
principles of electricity, a second- with botany, a third
With heredity, tad a fourth with organic chemistry; and
in each case the author is a person with an established
position in the scienee with which he deals. In each case,
too, the subject, is completed in a space equal to about
twenty-four pages of this JOURNAL, the pstensible aim
being to supply an account comprehensible by a person
of average Intelligence who is prepared to read what is
set before him with some care. There appears to be a
demand for publications which attempt to supply a royal
road to scientific knowledge by giving an account of the
details of sciences as well as an exposition of their general
principles, but their real utility is open to doubt. The
eppcity of the reader of " average intelligence for
toia'ly misunderstanding statements which the writer
r g trds as of lambent simplicity is not easily gauged by
an expert in any given subject. Still these- particular
'Works are favourable specimens of their kind, and their
preparation must have entailed a serious amount of
thought and labour on the part of their authors.

Both the main parts of The Puiblic Schools Year _Book 2S
are of distinct utility to parents. In the flrst, the authors,
Messrs. HI. F. W. DEANE and W. A, EVANS, supply aii
account of practically all schools which can claim a right
to representation at the H-ead Masters' Cqnterence; this
part would be still more informing if the details supolied
covered the same items in all cases. In the secolnd, the3
authors perform a like task with reference to public school
and university entrance examinations and abouit a (dozen
of the professions and occupations likely to suggest them-
selves to the average parent of a public schoolboy. A
condensed account is also given of the proceedings at the
annual conference, this publication being the official book
of reference thereto. The conference held its first meeting
in 1869, at which date the number of institutions ranking
as public schools appears to have been 37; it is now 114.

M1r. MIDDLEWEEK'S13 little book contains in some thirty-
three pagses concise directions for the perfornmance of
Swedishlremedial gymnastics and massage. The directions
are clear, but it would lhave been better if a few diagrams
had beenl added. We note that the writer recomnmends
gentle massage in acute joint conditions, that he believes
that massage of the bladder is useful in various conditions,
and that he speaks with approval of its use in the treat-
ment of various uterine diseases and displacements.

1I The People's Books: The Principles of Electricity, by Norman R.
Campbell, M.A.; Botanyi of the Modern Study of Plantts, by Marie
Stopes. D.Sc.Lond.; Heredity, by J. A. S. Watson, B.Sc., F.R.S.E.;
Oryantic Chemistry, by Julius B. Cohen, F.R.S. London and Edin-.
burgh: T. C. and E. C. Jack. (All feap. 8vo, averaging pp. 90. Each
6d. net.)

12 TheC Putblic Schtools Year Bool7. Edited by H. F. W. Deane, M.A.,
F.S.A., and W. A. Evans, M.A. Twenty-third year of ptublication .
London: The Year Book Press. 1912. (Post 8vo, pi)p. 750. Price
3s. 6d. net.)
I1Medical Gymnastics antd Massaye for the Treatmenit of Disease,

Deformity, antd Injury- By Frederick F. Middleweek, L.R.C.P..
L R.C.S Edin. London: John Bale, Sons, and Danielsson, Ltd. 1912.
(Cr 8vo. pp. 40. 2s 6d. net )

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL APPLIANCES.
Forceps for Michzel's Clips.

THE illustrations show two pairs of forceps made by Messrs.
Allen and Hanburys for Mr. Coimiyns Berkeley for use with
Michel's clips. Fig. 1 shows a pair of forceps for approxi-
mating the edges of the wound an(d for carrying the clips.
The teetlh of tlle forceps are wide, so that the surgeon may

obtain a firm grip of the cut
edges of the wound, ald
hold these accurately in

gHidI!1_ apposition whilst the clips
are being applied. The

-1dQ-sesgallery for carrying the
Fig.1. clips is attached to thisFig. 1. forceps in such a position

that it does not interferc
with the fingers holding the
instrument, con s e q u c n t 1 y
the clips can be remove(d

Fig. 2. with the greatest ease. The
gallery is made of specially

tempered steel, which holds the clips gently buit firmly,
and they do not slip off after the instrument has been
boiled a few times. Fig. 2 is an instrument used for
removing the clips from the gallery; it is considered to be
an improvement upon the original forceps, being some-
what larger and heavier, and therefore easier to-hold,
whilst the serrated jaws are groove'd, and'thus-hold the
clip firmly and prevent it from dropping.
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